PRESENTATION OF MUSIC AWARDS

VIOLIN AGGREGATE AWARD - The Tom Sewell Memorial Shield - 14 years and over
Donated by: Mr. and Mrs. J. Dunstan  Highest points gained in String Solo, Championship
Winner: LIAM GANE

SENIOR BOWED INSTRUMENT AGGREGATE AWARD - The Cairns Classical Music Group Shield - 14 years and over
Donated by: Cairns Classical Music Group  Highest points gained in String Solo, Championship, Bach Solo.
Winner: LIAM GANE

JUNIOR BOWED INSTRUMENT AGGREGATE AWARD — 10 and under 14 years
Donated by: Emma Baker  Highest points gained in String Solo, Bach Solo.
Winner: HAYDEN KUIPER

WOODWIND AGGREGATE AWARD - The Trinity Anglican School Shield - 14 years and over
Donated by: Trinity Anglican School  Highest points gained in Age Solo, Championship, Australian Composer
Winner: KALINA WINIARSKI

PIANO AGGREGATE AWARD - The Shirley and Horrie Eyles Memorial Shield - 14 years and over
Donated by: Mrs. K Shepherdson and Mrs. D. Masterson  Highest points gained in Age Solo, Championship, Australian Composer.
Winner: REUBEN TSANG

BOYS VOCAL AGGREGATE AWARD - The Donnelly Family Shield - 14 years and over
Donated by: Bernie, Grace and Mark Donnelly  Highest points gained in Age Solo, Championship, and Art Song by an Australian/English Composer
Winner: RICHARD HEULIN

GIRLS VOCAL AGGREGATE AWARD - The Lawrence Family Shield - 14 years and over
Donated by: Greg and Wendy Lawrence  Highest points gained in Age Solo, Championship, and Art Song by an Australian/English Composer
Winner: KEALA GARDINER

BRASS AGGREGATE AWARD - 14 years and over
Donated by: St Andrews Catholic College  Highest points gained in Age Solo, Championship, Australian Compos
Winner: ALEXANDER STUTTGEN

ENCOURAGEMENT AWARDS - MUSIC

MUSIC  THE BRODRIBB FAMILY TROPHY - (Not necessarily a prize winner)
Donated by: Mr. and Mrs. Brodribb
Winner: JEAN PLUSCHKE

BRASS  THE JOHN FOSTER ENCOURAGEMENT TROPHY
To 18 years (Incl.)
Donated by: Robin Foster
Winner: LARA OYA

PIANO  Maureen Waldby Shield - (Not necessarily a prize winner)
Under 14 years
Donated by: Maureen Waldby
Winner: NAO NISHIKAWA

VOCAL  Vocal Encouragement
Under 14 years
Donated by: Sandra Milliken
Winner: GRACE VEITCH

BRASS  Vocal Encouragement
14 to 18 years (Incl.)
Donated by: Sandra Milliken
Winner: HANNAH SEIGMANN
SPECIAL AWARDS - MUSIC

MOST OUTSTANDING INSTRUMENTAL ENSEMBLE TROPHY
Donated by: Cairns State High School Music Support Committee
Winner: CAIRNS STATE HIGH SCHOOL PIANO QUARTET

MOST IMPRESSIVE CHORAL PERFORMANCE - 1987 YEAR 12 CSHS MEMORIAL SHIELD
Donated by: Cairns State High School
Winner: CAIRNS STATE HIGH SCHOOL PIANO QUARTET

MOST PROMISING AWARDS - MUSIC

JUNIOR ACCOMPANIST
THE GLENYS BOLEN SHIELD
Donated by: Mardi Doyle
Winner: REUBAN TSANG

VOCAL
LISA and MATTHEW MARKERT MEMORIAL TROPHY
Donated by: Mr. Frank Markert
Winner: LILY DARVENIZA

MUSIC
JO-ANNE KEMP SHIELD - (Most Outstanding Performance)
Donated by: Jo-Anne Kemp
Winner: REUBAN TSANG

PIANIST
THE ALLENDORF FAMILY SHIELD
Donated by: Lizanne Smith
Winner: REUBAN TSANG

STRING PLAYER
THE EMMA ROBINSON SHIELD
Donated by: Mrs. Gail Hinshaw
Winner: EOGHAN KEIPER

PIANIST
THE MOST PROMISING PIANIST TROPHY – Under 14 Years
Donated by: Jan O’Donnell
Winner: KOKONE YASUFURU

WOODWIND
MOST PROMISING WOODWIND
Donated by: Sandra Milliken
Winner: KALINA WINIARSKI

BURSARIES - MUSIC

JAMES COOK UNIVERSITY MUSIC EXCELLENCE BURSARY - 14 to 18 years
Judged based on talent but also personality factors, dedication, attitude, manners, sportsmanship and consideration of others.
Selected candidates are required to meet with the Judging Panel.
Donated by: James Cook University
Bursary $1000.00
Winner: MYURI GOPALAPILLAI